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From the Board Chair and Executive Director

“Is it true that CPAR is coming to our village?”

Those are the words spoken by a member 
of a remote community where CPAR was 
just starting a new project. On the ground in 
the rural areas where CPAR has worked for 
over 30 years, CPAR is known and respected 
by community members, government 
representatives and other NGOs. CPAR’s 
fi eld offi ces in Ethiopia, Malawi, and Tanzania 
are fully staffed and managed by nationals, 
who establish respectful partnerships with 
all stakeholders in communities in which 
we work. And because most of our projects 
are in remote areas, staff often live within 
the communities while the project is being 
planned and implemented. 

In this report we want to acknowledge the 
hard work of CPAR staff in Africa, who are 
sometimes away from their families and 
friends for years while implementing projects. 
They may never make headlines, but the quiet 
work of increasing the capacity of individuals 
and communities to cope with poverty is the 
foundation of long term development and the 
essence our work. 

Near the end of this fi scal year, CPAR 
undertook a strategic review to look in 
depth at our role in development and what 
we do well, and what we might do better 

in the future. One of the fi rst steps was to 
hold roundtables in each of our countries of 
operation. We invited staff, local government 
representatives, other NGOs and community 
members. We wanted to hear from the people 
who see the results of CPAR’s work fi rst hand. 
Through this participatory process, we were 
able to view our own achievements critically. 
Out of this process we developed our new 
2015-2018 strategic plan going into this next 
year, a roadmap so that we have even more 
impact on the health and well-being of the 
people in the communities where we work. 

We always remain excited to see how 
the actualization of our plans leads to 
transformative change in the communities in 
which we work. We don’t position ourselves 
to be an independent agent of change, but to 
facilitate the transition towards strengthened 
community-led action. 

It is a source of great pride that so many 
people believe in our vision and are prepared 
to help us make change happen by funding 
our work. Your support is vital for us to be 
able to continue to deliver this excellent work 
and I assure you that we go to the greatest 
lengths to make sure that we use your 
donations wisely.

Andrew Williamson  Dusanka Pavlica
Chair Executive Director
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Mission

CPAR works in partnership with vulnerable communities and 
diverse organizations to overcome poverty and build healthy 
communities in Africa.

Vision

CPAR envisions a world in which all individuals, families and 
communities are able to lead healthy and dignifi ed lives where 
their rights are respected and their basic needs are met.

CPAR recognizes that all the elements of one’s life connect, and 
that health in its holistic sense is created and sustained by the 
environmental, physical and social conditions that affect people 
within their community.

Everything is connected.
Without adequate forest cover, 

soils become depleted.
Without fertile soil, food production declines, 

and the threat of hunger increases.
Without secure food supplies and clean water, 

good health is impossible.

In the countries in which CPAR works, this means prioritizing 
actions that support equitable and reliable access to suffi cient 
food, clean water, access to primary health care services, and 
secure livelihoods – and that all these must be considered within 
the context of gender equality, the impact of HIV and the 
degree to which communities are empowered to take action.
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Commitment to Change

For over 30 years, CPAR has made a long-term commitment 
to change in rural East Africa. We are committed to working 
in partnership with African community members on a 
grassroots level not only to improve their current quality 
of life and wellbeing but also to improve their future.

CPAR is committed to working side-by-side with community 
members in remote areas of East Africa where the need 
and challenges are great but the rewards are enormous.
Our commitment to change is based on providing access 
to clean water and adequate food, improving hygiene and 
sanitation, creating secure livelihoods and improving access 
to primary health care.



CPAR’s Integrated Approach to Programming
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Food Security and Nutrition 

Without adequate and varied food good health is 
impossible. Recognizing that the vast majority of 
households in communities in which CPAR works 

engage in farming, CPAR is supporting farmers 
to improve their production and the variety of 
foods they grow as an essential aspect of our 

work. We  also work with partner communities 
to maximize their nutrition through the 

food available and to improve their 
livelihoods so that they have 

the resources to protect 
their health in the 

long-term.

Primary 
Health Care 

All people require 
access to health care. 
The communities with 

whom CPAR works often 
lack access to the most basic of 

health care services, for example 
adequate support to pregnant women 
to deliver their babies safely. These are services 

that require long-term and reliable solutions, 
which is why CPAR works closely with local 

health professionals and local health workers 
(e.g. Village Health Workers, Traditional Birth 

Attendants, etc.) supporting them to build 
capacity and plan for the future.

Clean Water and Sanitation

Access to clean water represents the most basic 
need to sustaining life, and access to adequate 
sanitation is imperative to maintaining health and 
preventing the contraction and spread of a myriad 
of diseases. Unfortunately, in the communities 
in which CPAR works, far too many families go 
without either. CPAR works with communities 

to establish water points, develop 
latrines and provide training in 

such a way that communities 
themselves manage the 

new infrastructure and 
lead behaviour change 

to adopt practices that 
promote health and 
limit the spread of 
disease.

Building Secure 
Livelihoods 

Long-term health 
solutions cannot 

function without the 
foundation of communities 

working in secure livelihoods. 
Where CPAR works, household 

livelihoods are integrally linked with 
health outcomes – accessing adequate food, 
water, sanitation, education and medical 
care isn’t possible without an income. And 
livelihood gaps can result in a vicious cycle of 
expanding marginalization as families are forced 
to compromise their long-term interests for 
immediate survival, increasing the burden on 
public systems and limiting options in the future.

Crosscutting Issues 

CPAR recognizes three crosscutting issues that pervade all facets of life and colour every aspect 
of what we do – Gender, HIV and the Environment. In setting priorities and focusing resources to 
ensure that our work with communities achieves tangible results, we must ensure that all of our 
projects take special consideration of each of these issues as we plan and work together with 

communities to improve their overall health through our priority program areas.
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CPAR works in partnership with vulnerable communities and diverse organizations to overcome poverty 
and build healthy communities in Africa. 

But what does partnership mean to CPAR?

Partnership means working together towards a mutual goal by sharing ideas, knowledge and resources. 

For CPAR, partnership is an integral component of all stages of our work, especially when carrying out a 
project. To maximize value and impact, CPAR works alongside key stakeholders from the initial planning 
stage of a project, right up until its completion and fi nal evaluation. Targeted communities, including 
residents, local leaders, and local and district governments, are critical contributors during project design, 
implementation and evaluation. 

CPAR uses its reputation for effective programming and its 
presence in program targeted regions to build on existing 
partnerships. By continuously delivering on its program 
objectives, we have developed strong ties to the communities 
and local governments. When CPAR fi rst enters a community, 
projects are intentionally designed to leave room for 
community input and feedback to ensure the needs of the 
community are being met and the approach is relevant. 

CPAR staff carries out inception meetings to detail the project 
objectives and approach with potential participants, as well 
as government actors. We consult with and involve in training 
relevant actors, such as community health workers, health 
centre staff, government agricultural and health extension 
workers, community based organizations, other NGOs, and 
sector experts to ensure project activities are carried out in 
the most benefi cial way to project targeted communities.
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When Sifu Akyoo, a project offi cer in Bunda District, 
Tanzania, was recently asked by a community 
member what he personally got out of working 
on a food security and environmental project, he 
took his time in replying. After some thought and 
consideration, Sifu put the following question back 
to the community, “If you go to the doctor and 
they give you medicine and you get better, what 
does the doctor get?” The man posing the original 
question smiled and Sifu continued, “For me, the 
benefi t is that I get to see you and your community 
improve and make changes. This is my work.” 

This is the passion and dedication that in-country 
staff bring to CPAR and its work. Establishing our 
offi ces close to project sites and fully staffed by 
nationals helps CPAR establish a strong relationship 
with targeted communities. CPAR staff experience 
fi rst-hand many of the challenges communities 
face but also the opportunities and possibilities 
available. Living alongside communities builds trust 
in our approaches to community development, 
facilitating the full and meaningful participation of 
local residents. Although it facilitates relationship 
building and strong programming, it is not always 
easy living in some of these remote settings. CPAR 
employees typically move to where the work is, 
and this can mean moving away from their families 
for long periods of time. Many rent rooms in local 
towns, often forgoing amenities we take for granted 
such as running water and regular electricity. This 

can mean that the day-to-day domestic activities of 
CPAR staff are similar to those of other members of 
their communities.

Yet this creates increased opportunities for 
understanding the local context. As well, because 
of the cross-cutting nature of our work, and an 
all-hands on deck approach, CPAR teams share 
knowledge, tasks and responsibilities, gaining a 
broader understanding of the various facets of 
development beyond their immediate expertise. 
CPAR’s country offi ces are comprised of a core staff 
that gets built up depending on how many projects 
are going on at a given time. These teams are led 
by Country Managers who are supported by the 
Programs Department in Canada. The women and 
men who work for CPAR are hired for their skills, 
expertise, and educational background which they 
readily apply from project to project. Working 
with agriculturalists, nurse-midwives, water and 
sanitation technicians, and accountants means that 
there is plenty of opportunity to cross-train, expand 
skill sets and build capacity.

CPAR creates enormous change on a tight budget. 
Donors and other visitors who have seen CPAR’s 
programming fi rst hand are often amazed by the 
accomplishments and level of change that can 
be achieved by a group of dedicated staff and 
motivated community members.
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Program Delivery – Behind the (Remote and Rural) Scenes 
with CPAR Staff
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Dennis Nyasulu is the District WASH Project Offi cer on the Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) program 
in Malawi, on which we are partnering with UNICEF. 

In our WASH work, CPAR advocates for those who are 
often overlooked in development initiatives, paying 
particular attention to gender mainstreaming, those who 
are affected by HIV and AIDS, and ensuring the inclusion 
of children, the elderly and those with disabilities.

“I like my job because I see different people with different backgrounds participating in all WASH activities 
being carried out in their communities. At the beginning of this new project, in coordination with the local 
government, CPAR offered train-the-trainer training to local extension offi cers who are working with CPAR 
on this project. The training, facilitated by District WASH specialists, has vastly increased local knowledge 
on WASH issues and possible interventions. One of the most important things that participants learned is 
that it is possible for all households to construct a durable pit latrine using locally available resources. In 
the fi rst six months of this new project, I have already seen a change. Community members are adopting 
modern hygiene practices by constructing latrines, making sure there are hand-washing facilities near to 
the latrine and that people are washing their hands properly. This is already having an enormous impact on 
the health of community members.”

“As the District WASH Project Coordinator, 
I am mainly involved in working to bring 

about behavioural change in the project’s targeted 
communities in relation to water, hygiene 

and sanitation. CPAR stimulates behavioural 
change by mobilizing communities through 

the use of participatory approaches like 
Community Led Total Sanitation and School Led 

Total Sanitation. We also conduct capacity building 
training sessions for government extension 

workers, teachers and students, as well as the 
community based committees who manage 

wells and other water-points.”
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Highlighting 
Scolastica Mwema

– Project Offi cer 
– Tanzania
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Scolastica Mwema, or Scola as she is more 
commonly known, is a Project Offi cer on the  
USAID-funded Fields to Families: Women 
Transforming Agriculture project. 

Much of Scola’s work is centred on facilitating 
training sessions and capacity building activities 
for Farmers Field School (FFS) groups. The villages 
targeted for this project are anywhere from a 30 
to 60 minute drive, 25-35 kilometres away, on 
bumpy dirt roads. For that reason, among others, 
as Scola says, “planning is essential.” Scola uses 
annual work plans to help guide her work and map 

out the best approach for conducting trainings, delivering inputs and integrating community awareness 
campaigns into the project. “There is a lot of work to be done when I go to the fi eld. Usually I begin 
making arrangements for the trip one or two days in advance 
depending on what activity we are doing. I call the FFS group 
leaders and ask them to invite group members to participate in 
the planned activity. If a district expert is conducting the training 
session, I make sure they know when and where the training will 
take place.”

“Meeting points for a given training may vary – 
sometimes everyone will meet at in a farmer’s fi eld, 

at a demonstration plot, or under a big tree to ensure there 
is shade. For the formal training in FFS group settings, 

training is carried out in line with the seasonal calendar and 
also respects the schedules of the farmers, and their need to 
be in their fi elds to tend their crops. The formal training is 

done by either me, Mona or by a district expert. 
Participating farmers then make presentations to the group 

about what they have learned. They also share success 
stories and talk about the challenges they have faced. Group 
members may also bring forward a group issue to discuss, 

or individuals may have questions or concerns to share. 
At these sessions, everyone learns together.”

When asked what she likes most about her job, Scola enthusiastically replied, “What do I like about the 
work I do? Everything! I love the gender component – working with women and seeing them come forward. 
I love working with farmers, seeing their attitudes change and seeing their progress over time. I love to see 
that even when the project phases out, the farmers can put their new knowledge to use, generating more 
income and continuing to benefi t from their improved skills. I met some very poor women at the beginning 
of the USAID project and now they have their own small businesses – I can see their shops along the road 
and check in on how they are doing. Living so close to where I work, I can see the results right here in the 
community.”
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Highlighting 
Bogale Walelign
– Project Manager 

– Dibate, Ethiopia



An Agronomist by training and profession, Bogale 
fi rst joined as a project offi cer for CPAR’s DFATD-
funded Farmers First project in Jarso. He soon 
proved himself a skilled facilitator and capable 
leader and was asked to lead the Women-Led 
Food Security and Nutrition project in Dibate, 
Benishangul-Gumuz region. Recently, Bogale was 
asked to describe a typical day working for CPAR in 
Dibate. This is what he had to say. 

“CPAR is working in a remote village called Gesses, 
in the northwestern part of Ethiopia. Today I met 
with farmer Akeye in her demonstration fi eld 

behind her home. As we walked between the rows 
of vegetables, Akeye and I talked. I was glad to 
see that her crops are coming along well despite 
the poor rains this year. I looked at the plants 
carefully and saw that the vegetables are growing 
fast and are well managed by Akeye. I dug the 
up some of the soil in the fi eld with my fi ngers 
and saw that the soil quality was good. After this 
I had two more farm visits to carry out and also 
meetings with other farmers in the group. There 
is always a lot to do here so I keep busy. I use my 
knowledge and experience as an Agronomist to 
provide support and advice to farmers. We discuss 
when the appropriate time for land preparation, 
planting and harvest is, depending on the crops 
they are growing. I organize and facilitate training 
in collaboration with the local government, and 
coordinate the distribution of inputs, like seeds, in 
line with the appropriate growing season. Follow-
up is key in food security projects. I check crops 
at certain stages of growth to provide advice and 
ensure that the farmers are achieving the results 
they should.
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“Here in Dibate, because it is so remote, CPAR has housing 
available at the offi ce site. Living in a remote area such as 

Dibate is not easy. Basic social services are hard to fi nd and 
most of us are far away from our families, which can make 
us homesick. But we support each other in order to make 

sure we all feel at home. For example, we set dinner time for 
7:00 p.m. and everyone eats together. This helps those of us 
living and working here come together as family. Being here 
has its advantages for the work. It means we are close to the 
communities where project activities take place, which helps 

us connect with the people with whom we are working. 
It also enables us to reach communities that are often 

overlooked by other NGOs and even the government.”
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Highlighting 
Sifuel Akyoo

– Project Offi cer
– Bunda, Tanzania
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When Sifu Akyoo fi rst joined CPAR the focus of his work was on working with adult farmers. Working on 
various food security projects, he put his Bachelor of Social Science, Geography and Environmental Studies 
to good use. Now, he is heading up the new Unifor-funded Junior Farmer Field and Life School project 
being carried out in 50 primary schools across Bunda District. 

During inception activities, in addition to conducting meetings with local 
government representatives and village leaders, Sifu visited all participating 
primary schools. His role includes talking with community members and 
being very clear about the project – what its goals are, what the activities 
will be and who the project is targeting so everyone in the community has an 
understanding of the project, how it will work and how they can support it. 
The teachers, in particular, are really excited about the project. Most of these 
schools have never been supported by an NGO and by participating in this 
project they feel they are no longer forgotten.

Sifu talked about the unique needs of each school, explaining “Each school has different challenges 
so during the inception and while activities are being planned, we must listen carefully, and cater our 
programming content accordingly. Project plans have to be adjusted and adapted according to community 
needs. Some schools are very interested in dairy goats, some are interested in chicken rearing and others 
want to prioritize school gardens. At Sengerema primary school where Bilharzia and schistosomiasis are 
very common waterborne illnesses among students, special attention will be paid to water, sanitation 
and hygiene training so that students and teachers know how to protect themselves. As teachers say, this 
project is ukombozi (a life saver) for the schools and the students.”

CPAR’s commitment to working in rural, 
hard to reach areas does not go unnoticed, 

although it does surprise some. On a recent fi eld visit, 
Sifu met with an older gentleman who asked, 
“Is it true that CPAR is coming to our village? 
I have seen CPAR in Bunda Town, but are you 

the same? We are nearly 70km away.” 
Sifu said, “It’s not uncommon to fi nd people 
in disbelief that CPAR would travel so far to 
carry out a project, but it is what we do.”
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EXPENSES

Fundraising, Communication 
& Dev. Education - 19%

REVENUES

Administration - 10%
Development Projects - 71%

Private Donations & other Income - 53%
Project Grants - 47%

Financials

SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

For the Year Ended March 31, 2015 2014/2015  2013/2014

REVENUES

Project Grants  $1,011,433  $1,345,168

Private Donations and Other Income $1,154,037  $1,332,279

Total Revenues $2,165,470  $2,677,447

EXPENSES

Development Projects $1,415,962  $1,805,672

Fundraising, Communication & Dev Education $390,961  $518,349

Administration $199,731  $291,923

Total Expenses $2,006,654  $2,615,944

Excess of Revenue over expenses $158,816  $61,503

SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF Financial Position

As of March 31, 2015 2014/2015  2013/2014

ASSETS

Current Assets $474,186  $296,798

Restricted Cash $233,884  $263,779

Capital Assets $516,116  $538,992

Total Assets $1,224,186  $1,129,733

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

Current Liabilities $437,581  $501,944

Net Assets $786,605  $627,789

Total Liabilities and Fund Balance $1,224,186  $1,129,733
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Agencies
 Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and
 Development Canada (DFATD), formerly CIDA

 UNICEF Malawi 

 U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)

 Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative   
 Council (Global Sanitation Fund)

Foundations
 Addax and Oryx Foundation

 Barber Family Foundation

 The Blossom Foundation

 Canadian Auto Workers (CAW) Social Justice Fund

 Claire Huxtable and Colin L. Campbell Foundation  
 for Forestry at the Vancouver Foundation

 Derick Brenninkmeyer Charitable Foundation

 Elisabeth Fulda Orsten Family Fund at the 
 Strategic Charitable Giving Foundation

 Fleming Foundation

 Fitzhenry Family Foundation

 Howick Foundation

 The John Brouwer Foundation

 K.M. Hunter Charitable Foundation

 Love in Action Fund at the Strategic 
 Charitable Giving Foundation

 Luke Four Foundation

 Margaret Mackenzie Charitable Fund at the 
 Strategic Charitable Giving Foundation

 The McLean Smits Family Foundation

 Mohammed Kanwal Family Foundation

 The Muttart Foundation

 N.A. Taylor Foundation

 The Ptarmigan Fund at the Calgary Foundation

 Sadikali Foundation

 Stephen Lewis Foundation

Organizations
 Basic Spirit Inc.

 Canavac Systems Inc.

 Imaginus Canada

 Julie A. Smith Medicine Professional Corporation

 Manitoba Council for International Cooperation (MCIC)

 Paul Miller Medicine Professional Corporation

 Prairie Mud Services

 Synergy Benefi ts Consulting

 Telus Corporation

 Ursuline Religious Diocese of London

Community Fundraisers
 Kildonan-East Collegiate, Manitoba

 University of Toronto International Health Program  
 (UTIP), Earthtones

 Winnipeg for Water, Bronwyn Fenn

Thank you to the thousands of individual 
Canadian donors who support our 

work throughout the year. We cannot list 
all of you, but without your help, none our 
achievements would have been possible.

Thank You to Our Donors
Partners in Building Healthy Communities

CPAR would like to thank all of our donors whose support in this last year enabled CPAR to bring about a 
positive change to the lives of tens of thousands of people living in poverty in Ethiopia, Malawi and Tanzania. 

And thank you to our dedicated regular givers, and to our individual donors and supporters who wish to 
remain anonymous.

CPAR Community Fundraiser 
Bronwyn Fenn
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